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The blueprint that Charlie painted for Wanlong Palace made Abbas particularly excited.
He hardly had any hesitation, and immediately made assignments to his opponents. Apart
from leaving some elites to stay in Aurous Hill and waiting for Charlie’s dispatch, he himself
intends to lead others back to the Middle East immediately, intending to use his relationship
first to grasp the situation. Several frontier bases are planned to be built along the coast of
the Gulf of Aden.
The frontier base does not require a large area and high investment. Generally speaking, it
can accommodate dozens of people for temporary rest and standby, while storing some
equipment and materials, as well as parking helicopters and speedboats.
Its scale, at best, is the size of a seaside villa, and the requirements for conditions are not as
high as villas, and the construction speed is very fast. If a ready-made house can be found, it
can be put into use almost immediately.
Moreover, in the current armed escort market, most of its business is concentrated in the
Gulf of Aden. Many overseas security companies have also established their own frontier
bases and transit bases along the coast of the Gulf of Aden. There are even specialized
companies providing services in the Gulf of Aden waters. Transit vessels are used to help
different security companies to transfer personnel in the Gulf of Aden.
The entire armed escort industry is already very mature. Under this mature model,
Wanlongdian eliminates the preparatory work to expand the market. Now, with the strong
individual strength of Wanlongdian, it will definitely be able to quickly gain a foothold. .

Therefore, he said to Charlie: “Mr. wade, if you have no other requirements here, your
subordinates will take people to the Middle East first, and hurry up and put the plan into
effect!”
Charlie nodded and asked, “When are you going to leave?”
Abbas hurriedly said: “The sooner the better!”

Seeing that he was very aggressive, Charlie didn’t do much to retain him, and said: “If you
decide on a good destination, I will arrange for a business jet to apply for a flight now and
send you directly.”
Abbas also knows that time is money, so he said without hesitation: “Thank you Mr. wade
for your help! The subordinates plan to go to Yemen first. After all, Yemen has the longest
coastline in the Gulf of Aden, and it is most suitable for building forward bases. And I also
have some connections available locally.”
“Okay.” Charlie said immediately: “Then I will let the crew apply for a flight route and send
you to Yemen.”
Abbas nodded, turned around and glanced at Salmaan, who was sitting paralyzed in the
chair, and Chen , who had hollow eyes. He hesitated and said to Charlie: “Mr. wade, the
subordinates are brave, and there is a merciless one. Please, I hope Mr. wade can promise…”
Charlie asked indifferently: “You are talking about your two warlords, right?”
Among the four kings of Wanlong Palace, two died in Charlie’s hands, and the other two
became useless.
This is a great blow to the combat effectiveness of the Wanlong Temple.
Abbas said with shame at this time: “Mr. wade, his subordinates know that they have
committed a lot of sins and are ashamed of you. However, saalman and Chen have only
offended you after being ordered by me. Everyone in Longdian pledged their loyalty to you,
and spared the two of them, and I also pledged with my Xiangshang’s head that the two of
them will stand alone in the future and do their utmost to be loyal to you!”
Salmaan was paralyzed on the chair at this time, choking hardly: “wade…Mr. wade… your
subordinates will definitely go through the fire and water for you, and will not hesitate!
Please give your subordinates a chance!”
Although Chen couldn’t say a word, his heart had already thrown himself into Charlie, and
he only hoped to get rid of this feeling of living dead as soon as possible and prove his
worth in front of Charlie.

